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Abstract
Using microdata provided by statistical agencies has many benefits from the data mining point of
view. However, such data often involve sensitive information that can be directly or indirectly related
to individuals. An appropriate anonymisation process is needed to minimise the risk of disclosure.
Several masking methods have been developed to deal with continuous-scale numerical data or
bounded textual values but approaches to tackling the anonymisation of textual values are scarce and
shallow. Because of the importance of textual data in the Information Society, in this paper we present
a new masking method for anonymising unbounded textual values based on the fusion of records with
similar values to form groups of indistinguishable individuals. Since, from the data exploitation point
of view, the utility of textual information is closely related to the preservation of its meaning, our
method relies on the structured knowledge representation given by ontologies. This domain
knowledge is used to guide the masking process towards the merging that best preserves the semantics
of the original data. Because textual data typically consist of large and heterogeneous value sets, our
method provides a computationally efficient algorithm by relying on several heuristics rather than
exhaustive searches. The method is evaluated with real data in a concrete data mining application that
involves solving a clustering problem. We also compare the method with more classical approaches
that focus on optimising the value distribution of the dataset. Results show that a semantically
grounded anonymisation best preserves the utility of data in both the theoretical and the practical
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setting, and reduces the probability of record linkage. At the same time, it achieves good scalability
with regard to the size of input data.
Keywords: Privacy protection, anonymity, ontologies, semantic similarity, fusion of textual data.

1 Introduction
Statistical agencies generally provide summarised data generated from a collection of responses given
by a set of individuals. Therefore, because responses are not directly published, an individual’s
privacy can be easily guaranteed. Privacy preserving techniques must ensure that an intruder cannot
infer any individual’s information from these summarised data [1] but this information may be not
useful enough if a detailed analysis of the responses is needed. Many intelligent data mining
techniques reveal interesting knowledge from sample data such as user profiles, tendencies and user
behaviours. Such techniques require microdata, i.e. detailed individual information corresponding to
an individual subject’s response values. In this case, the data to be protected consists of a set of m
records (corresponding to m individuals), each represented by a type with the values of n attributes (or
variables).
Because of the potential benefits of exploiting microdata, new masking techniques are being
developed to minimise the risk of re-identification when this information is made available [2]. From
the point of view of privacy protection, data attributes are classified into four types: identifiers (which
unambiguously identify the individual); quasi-identifiers (which may identify some of the
respondents, especially if they are combined with the information provided by other attributes);
confidential outcome attributes (which contain sensitive information); and non-confidential outcome
attributes (the rest). The goal of statistical disclosure control is to prevent the link of confidential
information to unique individuals. Identifiers (such as ID card numbers) are directly removed from
the dataset. Quasi-identifiers do not link to specific respondents if they are considered separately but
the problem arises if they are considered in groups. This is more problematic as the dataset includes a
larger number of variables, thus resulting in unique value combinations and increasing the risk of reidentification. One way to achieve a certain level of anonymity and lower the risk of re-identification
on a set is to satisfy the k-anonymity property [3]. This establishes that each record in a dataset must
be indistinguishable with at least k-1 other records within the same dataset, according to its individual
attribute values.
To satisfy the k-anonymity property, micro-aggregation masking methods have been designed to build
groups of k indistinguishable registers by substituting the original values with a prototype. This data
transformation results in a loss of information, which is a function of the differences between the
original and masked datasets. These differences may compromise the utility of the anonymised data
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from the data mining point of view. Ideally, the masking method should minimise the information loss
and maximise data utility. We can distinguish between global anonymisation methods, in which all
identifier or quasi identifier attributes are considered and anonymised at the same time (i.e. the
records will satisfy k-anonymity) and local methods, in which each attribute is anonymised
independently (i.e. each attribute will satisfy k-anonymity individually). In this latter case, the
information loss of the whole dataset cannot be minimised because local transformations optimise
individual attributes but not record’s information loss.

In the past, many micro-aggregation methods were designed to build groups of continuous-scale
numerical data [2]. Numbers are easy to manage and compare, so the quality of the resulting dataset
from the utility point of view can be optimised by retaining a set of statistical characteristics [2].
However, extending these methods to categorical attributes (particularly textual categories or even
open textual answers) is not straightforward because of the limitations on defining appropriate
aggregation operators for textual values, which have a restricted set of possible operations. Moreover,
textual attributes may have a large and rich set of modalities if the individuals are allowed to give
responses in textual form. Because of the characteristics of this kind of values and the ambiguity of
human language, defining suitable aggregation operators is even more difficult. Semantics play a
crucial role in properly interpreting these data but this dimension is often ignored in the literature. In
fact, some authors [3], [4], [5] deal with these data as a bounded set of textual categories for which
suppressions or substitutions are executed in order to satisfy k-anonymity without taking into account
the semantics of the values. The quality of masked data is typically considered by preserving the
distribution of input data. Although data distribution is a dimension of data utility, we agree with
other authors [6] that retaining the semantics of the dataset is more important if the aim is to draw
substantive conclusions from data analyses.
The semantic interpretation of textual attribute values for masking purposes requires the exploitation
of some sort of structured knowledge sources that allow mapping between words and semantically
interrelated concepts. As we will describe in Section 2, some approaches have incorporated
rudimentary background knowledge during the masking process. However, due to the lightweight and
overspecified nature of that knowledge and the shallow semantic processing of data, such approaches
do not provide a general solution. We argue that using well-defined general purpose semantic
structures such as ontologies will help to better interpret textual data [7], [8], thus enabling a more
accurate anonymisation of textual values and minimising information loss from a semantic point of
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view. Ontologies are formal and machine-readable structures of shared conceptualisations of
knowledge domains expressed by means of semantic relationships [9]. They have been successfully
applied in many areas that deal with textual resources[10] and knowledge management [11]. Thanks
to initiatives such as the Semantic Web [12], many ontologies have been created in the last few years
from general purpose ones, such as WordNet [13] (for English words), to specific domain
terminologies (e.g. medical sources such as SNOMED-CT [14] or MeSH [15]).
As we also show in section 2, related works usually tackle anonymisation in an exhaustive manner,
defining an exponentially large search space of possible value substitutions. As a result, the scalability
of the method is compromised, especially when we are dealing with unbounded textual attributes. In
fact, those attributes are more challenging than a small and pre-defined set of modalities, which are
typically considered in the literature [5], [12], [16], [17]. However, by incorporating free textual
answers in traditional questionnaires, we are able to obtain more precise knowledge of the individual
characteristics, which may be interesting for later studying the dataset. At the same time, the privacy
of the individuals is more critical because the disclosure risk increases due to the uniqueness of the
answers. This has been argued in previous works [18] in which we proposed a simple algorithm to
mask textual attributes individually.
To overcome these limitations of related works, in this paper we propose a global masking method for
unbounded textual values. This method is based on the merging of quasi-identifier values of the input
records, which permits groups of indistinguishable registers to be built with multiple textual attributes
so that k-anonymity is satisfied. The method relies on the well-defined semantics provided by large
and widely used ontologies such as WordNet. This ensures the proper interpretation of the meanings
of words and maximises the quality of the anonymised data from the semantic point of view. The aim
is to make the conclusions that can be inferred from the masked dataset using data analysis methods
be the most similar to those obtained from the original data. Because of the potentially large size of
ontologies (compared to tailor-made knowledge structures used in previous approaches [3], [4], [5],
[17], [19]) and the fact that we are dealing with potentially unbounded textual attributes, we propose a
non-exhaustive heuristic approach that provides better scalability than related works with regard to the
size of the ontology and the input data. We will evaluate our proposal from both the theoretical and
the practical points of view by applying it to real data and comparing the results of our method with
another masking approach that is based on the optimisation of data distribution.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we review the methods for the privacy
protection of textual categorical data by focusing on those that take into account some kind of
semantic knowledge. In section 3 we discuss the exploitation of ontologies for data anonymisation
purposes and describe the proposed method, including the semantic foundations on which it relies, the
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designed heuristics and the expected computational cost. In section 4 we test our method by applying
it to real data obtained from a survey at the Delta de l’Ebre National Park in Catalonia (Spain). We
evaluate the method on the basis of data utility preservation and the minimisation of disclosure risk. In
the final section we present our conclusions and future work.

2 Related works
As we stated above, the masking of textual categorical data is not straightforward. Some basic works
consider textual categorical data as enumerated terms for which only Boolean word matching
operations can be performed. On the one hand, we can find methods based on data swapping (which
exchange values of two different records) and methods that add some kind of noise (such as replacing
values according to some probability distribution used by PRAM [20], [21]). Others [3], [5] perform
local suppressions of certain values or select a sample of the original data aimed at satisfying kanonymity while maintaining the information distribution of input data.
Though these methods achieve a certain degree of privacy in an easy and efficient manner, due to
their complete lack of semantic analysis they fail to preserve the meaning of the original dataset. In
recent years, therefore, some authors have incorporated a kind of knowledge background to the
masking process.
In previous knowledge-based masking methods, the set of values of each attribute of the input records
in the dataset are represented by Value Generalisation Hierarchies (VGHs) [3], [4], [5], [16], [17],
[19], [22]. VGHs are manually constructed tree-like structures defined according to a given input
dataset, where labels of an attribute represent leaves of the hierarchy and are recursively subsumed by
common generalisations. The masking process involves, for each attribute, substituting several
original values by a more general one obtained from the hierarchical structure associated with that
attribute. This generalisation process decreases the number of distinct tuples in the dataset and
therefore increases the level of k-anonymity. In general, for each value, different generalisations are
possible according to the depth of the tree. In practice, the substitution is selected according to a
metric that measures the information loss of each substitution compared to the original data.
In [3], [5], [22], the authors propose a global hierarchical scheme in which all the values of each
attribute are generalised to the same level of the VGH. The number of valid generalisations for each
attribute is the height of the VGH for that attribute. For each attribute, the method picks the minimal
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generalisation that is common to all the record values for that attribute. In this case, the level of
generalisation is used as a measure of information loss.
Iyengar [16] presented a more flexible scheme that also uses a VGH, in which a value of each
attribute can be generalised to a different level of the hierarchy iteratively. This scheme allows a much
larger space of possible generalisations. Again, for all values and attributes, all the possible
generalisations satisfying k-anonymity are generated. A genetic algorithm then finds the optimum one
according to a set of information loss metrics measuring the distributional differences with respect to
the original dataset.
T. Li and N. Li [17] propose three global generalisation schemes. First, the Set Partitioning Scheme
(SPS) represents an unsupervised approach in which each possible partition of the attribute values
represents a generalisation. This provides the most flexible generalisation scheme but the size of the
solution space grows enormously while the benefits of a semantically coherent VGH are not
exploited. The Guided Set Partitioning Scheme (GSPS) uses a VGH per attribute to restrict the
partitions of the corresponding attribute and uses the height of the lowest common ancestor of two
values as a metric of semantic distance. Finally, the Guided Oriented Partition Scheme (GOPS) adds
ordering restrictions to the generalised groups of values to restrict the set of possible generalisations
even more. Notice that in all three cases, all the possible generalisations allowed by the proposed
scheme for all attributes are constructed and the one that minimises the information loss [4] is
selected.
In contrast to the global methods introduced above, He and Naughton [19] propose a local partitioning
algorithm in which generalisations are created for an attribute individually in a Top-Down fashion.
The best combination, according to a quality metric (Normalised Certainty Penalty [23]), is
recursively refined. Xu et al. [6] also propose a local generalisation algorithm based on individual
attribute utilities. In this case, the method defines different “utility” functions for each attribute
according to their importance. Being local methods, each attribute is anonymised independently,
which results in a more constrained space of generalisations (i.e. it is not necessary to evaluate
generalisation combinations of all attributes at the same time). However, the optimisation of
information loss for each attribute independently does not imply that the result obtained is optimum
when the whole record is considered. As stated in the introduction, local methods typically lead to
unnecessary generalisations as each attribute has to satisfy k-anonymity independently.
All the approaches that rely on VGHs have several drawbacks. Firstly, VGHs are manually
constructed from each attribute value set of the input data. Human intervention is therefore needed in
order to provide a suitable semantic background on which those algorithms rely. If input data values
change, VGHs must be modified accordingly. Although this fact may be assumable when dealing
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with reduced sets of values (e.g. in [17] on average a dozen different values per attribute are
considered), this hampers the scalability and applicability of the approaches, especially when dealing
with unbounded textual data (with potentially hundreds or thousands of individual answers).
Secondly, the fact that VGHs are constructed from input data, which represent a coarse picture of the
underlying domain of knowledge, produces overspecified and small hierarchies with a much reduced
taxonomical detail. It is common to find VGHs with three or four levels of hierarchical depth,
whereas a detailed taxonomy (such as WordNet) models up to 16 levels [13]. From a semantic point
of view, VGHs offer a rough and overspecified knowledge model compared to fine-grained and
widely accepted ontologies. As a result, the space for valid generalisations offered by a VGH would
be much smaller than when exploiting an ontology. The coarse granularity of VGHs makes them
likely to suffer from high information loss due to generalisations. As stated above, some authors try to
overcome this problem by trying all the possible generalisations exhaustively, but this introduces a
considerable computational burden and still lacks a proper semantic background. Finally, the quality
of the results heavily depends on the structure of VGHs that, due to their limited scope and
overspecified nature, offer a partial view of each attribute domain.

An alternative to using VGHs is proposed in Bayardo and Agrawal [4]. Their scheme is based on the
definition of a total order over all the values of each attribute. According to this order, partitions are
created to define different levels of generalisation. As a result, the solution space is exponentially
large. The problem with this approach is that defining a semantically coherent total order for nonnumerical attributes is very difficult and almost impossible for unbounded textual data. Moreover, the
definition of a total order, compared with a multi-level hierarchy, limits the space of valid
generalisations.

3 Exploiting ontologies for anonymising textual attributes
As we stated in the introduction, to overcome the limitations of the above VGH-based approaches, we
can consider using a broad and detailed general ontology such as WordNet. With such ontologies,
attribute values (i.e. words) can be mapped to ontological nodes (i.e. concepts) via simple wordconcept label matching so that the hierarchical tree to which each textual value belongs can be
explored to retrieve possible generalisations.
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WordNet [13] is a freely available lexical database that describes and organises more than 100,000
general English concepts, which are semantically structured in an ontological fashion. It contains
words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) that are linked to sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets),
each expressing a distinct concept (i.e. a word sense). Synsets are linked by means of conceptualsemantic and lexical relations such as synonymy, hypernymy (subclass-of), meronymy (part-of), etc.
The result is a network of meaningfully related words, where the graph model can be exploited to
interpret a concept’s semantics. Hypernymy is by far the most common relation, representing over
80% of all the modelled semantic links. The maximum depth of the noun hierarchy is 16. Polysemous
words present an average of 2.77 synsets (i.e. they belong to almost three different hierarchies) and up
to 29 different senses (for the word “line”).
Considering those dimensions, using WordNet instead of VGHs as the semantic background for data
anonymisation would result in a generalisation space several orders of magnitude larger. In fact, as
most of the related works make generalisations in an exhaustive fashion, the generalisation space is
exponentially large according to the depth of the hierarchy, the branching factor, the values and the
number of attributes to consider. These approaches are therefore computationally too expensive and
difficult to apply in such a big ontology like WordNet.
To be able to exploit the advantages that large ontologies like WordNet have over semantics, we
present a heuristic global masking method that is based on the fusion of values of semantically similar
records. In our method, each non-k-anonymous record in the input dataset will be iteratively
substituted by another one according to a semantically grounded metric (see section 3.1) until, by
repetition, the desired degree of k-anonymity is satisfied. As we bind the search space for possible
substitutions to the number of different records in the input data, our method scales well in such a
large ontology regardless of the total number of attributes and minimises the loss of semantics thanks
to the semantically driven substitution process. Moreover, unlike the VGH-based approaches based on
substituting sensitive values for more general ones, in our method, other semantically similar concepts
(such as hierarchical siblings or specialisations) would also be considered.

3.1 Guiding the masking of data
As stated above, the goal of an anonymisation method is to find a transformation of the original data
that satisfies k-anonymity while minimising the information loss and therefore maximising the utility
of the resulting data. To guide the masking process towards the transformation that would result in the
minimum information loss, a metric that evaluates the difference between the original data and the
data resulting from each transformation is needed.
8

In the literature, various metrics have been exploited [3], [6], [16], [17], [19], [22]. Classical metrics,
such as the Discernibility Metric (DM) [4], are used to evaluate the distribution of m records
(corresponding to m individuals) into c groups of identical values, generated after the anonymisation
process. Specifically, DM assigns to each record a penalty based on the size of the group gi to which it
belongs after the generalisation (1). A uniform distribution of values in equally sized groups would
optimise this metric.
c

DM = ∑ g i

2

(1)

i =1

However, metrics based on data distribution do not capture how semantically similar the anonymised
set is with respect to the original data. As we stated in the introduction, when dealing with textual
attributes preserving semantic information is crucial to interpreting and exploiting anonymised data.
In fact, from the utility point of view this aspect is more important than the distribution of the
anonymised dataset when we wish to describe or understand a record by means of its attributes (this
will be tested in the evaluation section).

To minimise the loss of semantic information between original and anonymised datasets, we rely on
the theory of semantic similarity [24]. Semantic similarity measures the taxonomical likeness of
words based on the semantic evidence extracted from one or several knowledge sources. In the
literature, several approaches to computing semantic similarity can be identified according to the
techniques employed and the knowledge used to perform the assessment. Classical approaches exploit
the graphical nature of structured representations of knowledge as the basis for computing similarities.
Typically, subsumption hierarchies and, more generally, ontologies have been used for this purpose as
they provide a directed graph in which semantic interrelations are modelled as links between
concepts. Many edge-counting approaches have been developed to exploit this geometrical model,
computing word similarity as a function of concept inter-link distance [25], [26], [27]. Other
approaches also exploit domain corpora to complement the knowledge available in the ontology and
estimate a concept’s Information Content (IC) from a term’s frequency of appearance [28]. Though
the latter approaches provide accurate estimations when enough data is available [24], their
applicability is hampered by the availability and pre-processing of these data. In contrast, the edgecounting measures introduced above are characterised by their simplicity (which results in a
computationally efficient solution) and their lack of constraints (as only an ontology is required),
which ensures their applicability. For these reasons, we will rely on edge-counting metrics to guide
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the masking process in order to maximise the semantic similarity between the original data and those
resulting from the masking of record tuples.
To provide accurate results, edge-counting measures use WordNet’s taxonomy to estimate the
similarity. Such a general and massive ontology, with a relatively homogeneous distribution of
semantic links and good inter-domain coverage, is the ideal environment in which to apply those
measures [24].
The simplest way to estimate the semantic distance (i.e. the inverse to similarity) between two
ontological nodes (c1 and c2) is to calculate the shortest Path Length (i.e. the minimum number of
links) connecting these elements (2) [25].
distance Path _ length (c1 ,c 2 ) = min # of is − a edges connecting c1 and c 2

(2)

To normalise this distance, Leacock and Chodorow [26] divided the path length between two concepts
(Np) by the maximum depth of the taxonomy (D) in a non-linear fashion (3). The function is inverted
to measure similarity.

similarityl &c (c1 , c2 ) = − log(Np / 2D)

(3)

However, these measures omit the fact that equally distant concept pairs belonging to an upper level
of the taxonomy should be considered as less similar than those belonging to a lower level because
they present different degrees of generality. Based on this premise, Wu and Palmer’s measure [27]
also takes into account the depth of the concepts in the hierarchy (4).
similarity w& p (c1 , c 2 )

2 × N3
N1 + N 2 + 2 × N 3

(4)

where N1 and N2 are the number of is-a links from c1 and c2, respectively, to their Least Common
Subsumer (LCS), and N3 is the number of is-a links from the LCS to the root of the ontology. This
ranges from 1 (for identical concepts) to 0.
As Wu and Palmer’s measure incorporates more semantic features than the other measures (i.e.
absolute path length normalised by relative depth in the taxonomy), we have taken it as the metric to
measure semantic similarity during the anonymisation process.
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3.2 An ontology-based method to mask textual attributes
Our method addresses the problem of masking a subset of the textual attributes of the input record set
in a global manner. As we stated in the introduction, four types of attributes are distinguished:
identifiers, quasi-identifiers confidential and non-confidential. Only the first two may lead to the reidentification of individuals. Identifiers are directly removed from the dataset because they refer to
values that are unique for each individual (e.g. personal identification number or social security
number). As a consequence, the masking process would be applied over tuples of textual quasiidentifier attributes.

Unlike the exhaustive generalisation methods based on the VGHs analysed above, our approach deals
differently with the global masking process. Thanks to the wide coverage of WordNet, we would be
able to map textual attribute values into ontological nodes that do not necessarily represent leaves of a
hierarchy. As a result, semantically related concepts can be retrieved by going through the ontological
hierarchy/ies to which the value belongs. These ontological hierarchies are designed in a much more
general and fine-grained fashion than VGHs and, according to the agreement of domain knowledge
experts, not as a function of the input data. This opens the possibility of substituting values by a much
wider and knowledge-coherent set of semantically similar elements. To ensure scalability with regard
to ontology size and input data, we bind the space of valid value changes to the set of value
combinations that are present in the input dataset. When changing one value of a record for another,
we can substitute a taxonomical subsumer with another one (this is the only case covered by the
generalisation method) but also with a hierarchical sibling (with the same taxonomical depth) or a
specialisation (located at a lower level). In fact, in many situations a specialisation can be more
similar than a subsumer because, as stated in section 3.1, due to their higher specificity concepts
belonging to lower levels of a hierarchy have less differentiated meanings. As a result, the value
change would result in a higher preservation of the semantic of data. This is an interesting
characteristic and an improvement on the more restricted data transformations supported by VGHbased generalisation methods.
Briefly, the proposed method is based on the fusion of quasi-identifier values of each record with the
values of another record. To select the value that minimises the information loss resulting from the
data substitution, a semantic metric (section 3.1) is used to select the most similar one. As a result of
the fusion, quasi-identifier values for both records (the one to anonymise and the most semantically
similar one) will take the same values and become indistinguishable; therefore, the k-anonymity level
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for both records will increase. By repeating the process iteratively for each non-anonymous record
according to a certain value of k-anonymity, the input dataset will be anonymised.

To formally present the method, we introduce several definitions.
Let us take an m × n data matrix, D, where each of the m rows corresponds to the record of a different
respondent and each of the n columns is a textual quasi-identifier attribute. Let us name DA the
anonymised version of D. And let us define the records belonging to the original data matrix as

ri = {ri1 ,..., rin } and the records of the anonymised version as ri A = {ri1A ,..., rinA }, where rij and rAij are
attribute values for each record.
Definition 1. A set of indistinguishable records with respect to a given record ri is defined as:

{

}

I (ri ) = rk rkj = rij ∀j = 1..n . This means that two records are indistinguishable if they have exactly

{

}

the same value for all of their quasi identifier attributes. Let us call Ψ = I 1 ,..., I p the set formed by
sets of indistinguishable records.
Definition 2. A set of indistinguishable records Il is considered anonymous (A) iff I l ≥ k (i.e. it

{

}

contains at least k elements, where k is the level of anonymity). Then, Λ = A1 ,..., Aq is the group of
anonymous sets of records built from the dataset D.
Definition 3. The similarity between two records ri and rk ∈ D is defined as the mean of the semantic
similarity of each of their attribute values as follows:

∑ sim (r , r )
n

record_sim ilarity (ri , rk ) =

j =1

sem

ij

kj

(5)

n

where, for each attribute value pair, the function simsem can be any of the semantic similarity measures
presented in section 3.1. As we stated earlier, in this paper we choose Wu & Palmer similarity (eq. 4)
for testing purposes.
Definition 4. Let us consider a record ri such that ∀Al ∈ Λ, ri ∉ Al (i.e. it is not anonymous). Then,
the maximum similarity with regard to any other record available in D will represent the quality of the
best data transformation for that record.

best _ quality(ri ) = max(record _ similarity (ri , rk ))
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∀rk ∈ D

(6)

Definition 5. The minimum degree of anonymity achievable with the fusion of the values of a record
ri with respect to any other record rk available in D is given by:

min_achievable _ anonymity (ri ) = min ( I (ri ) ∪ I (rk ) )

∀rk ∈ D

(7)

Definition 6. The quality of DA with regard to D from a semantic point of view is defined as the
inverse of the information loss derived from the transformation of D in its anonymised version DA.
Information loss is usually given by the absolute difference [29], so quality is measured in terms of
semantic similarity (simsem).

( )

m

(

n

semantic _ quality D A = ∑∑ simsem rij , r A ij

)

(8)

i =1 j =1

This value can be normalised in the range of the simsem values by dividing it by the total number of
records (m) and the total number of attributes (n)

∑∑ sim (r , r )
m

( )=

norm _ semantic _ quality D

A

n

i =1 j =1

A

sem

ij

ij

m*n

(9)

Based on a semantic similarity measure, which evaluates the quality of the best data transformation,
our method aims to find the best value fusion between records that leads to a partition formed by
anonymised record sets (i.e. ∀ri ∈ D ∃Al ∈ Λ, ri ∈ Al ). The optimum anonymous partition is the one
that maximises the utility of the data by preserving the meaning of the values. In our case, this is a
partition that minimises the information loss from a semantic point of view, which is calculated with
eq. 9.
As noted in section 2, finding the optimum anonymous partition requires the generation of all the
possible value fusions for all the non-anonymous records, which has an exponential cost. To ensure
the scalability of our approach, we opted for a greedy algorithm which selects, at each iteration, a set
of indistinguishable records (Il) and finds a feasible value fusion. However, with an uninformed
approach, the quality of the result would depend on the selection of the records at each step. To solve
this, an exhaustive method that tests all the combinations can be used, with a factorial cost with
respect to the number of non-anonymous records. This approach is again computationally too
expensive because, as records are defined by unbounded textual attributes, they usually correspond to
a high number of combinations, many of which are unique, thus leading to a large number of records
that do not satisfy k-anonymity. To ensure the scalability of the method and guide the anonymisation
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process towards the minimisation of information loss, we have designed several heuristics (H) that
ensure the selection, at each iteration, of the best set of indistinguishable records (Il) to transform:
H1 ) From D, select the group of sets of indistinguishable records S1 ⊆ Ψ whose record value
tuples have the lowest number of repetitions in the original set. These are those with
minimum I i , which correspond to the least anonymous ones.
H2 ) From S1, select a subset S 2 ⊆ S1 that contains sets of indistinguishable records for whom the
best merging of values leads to the minimum semantic information loss. The aim is to
maximise the quality of the anonymised dataset of the result at each iteration. This is the I (ri )
with maximum best _ quality(ri ) .
H3 ) From S2, select the subset S 3 ⊆ S 2 for which the minimum achievable degree of anonymity
of their records (after the transformation) is the lowest. This is the I (ri ) that minimises

min_achievable _ anonymity(ri ) . In this way, the records that are more difficult to
anonymise are prioritised, since they will require more value fusions.
These criteria are applied in the order indicated above. In this way, if the set S1 obtained with H1
contains more than one element, we apply H2 to S1. In the same way, if the resulting set S2 obtained
with H2 does not have a unique element, then H3 is applied. Through tests performed on real data,
these three criteria are enough to obtain a unique I (ri ) whose values are merged with those of
the I (rk ) that allows the maximisation of best _ quality(ri ) , thus increasing the k-anonymity level of
both I (ri ) and I (rk ) . However, if when using these three criteria it was not possible to find a unique
I, a random one in S3 would be selected.

Algorithmically, the method works as follows:
Algorithm

Inputs: D (dataset), k (level of anonymity)
Output: DA (a transformation of D that satisfies the k-anonymity level).
1

DA := D

2

min_repetitions := min |I(ri)| for all ri ∈ DA

3

while (min_repetitions < k) do

4

S1 := set of I(ri), ri ∈ DA with |I(ri)|=min_repetitions

5

S2 := set of I(ri) ∈ S1 with maximum best_quality(ri)

6

S3 := set of I(ri) ∈ S2 with minimum min_achievable_anonymity(ri)
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7

Take an I(ri) randomly from S3

8

Find a I(rk), rk ∈ DA so that rk = argmax(record_similarity(ri, rk))

9

for all (ri ∈ I(ri)) do
rij := rkj

10
11

∀j=1..n

min_repetitions := min |I(ri)| for all ri ∈ DA

12

end while

13

output DA

As a result of the iterative process, a dataset in which all records are at least k-anonymous is obtained
(i.e. ∀ri ∈ D ∃Al ∈ Λ, ri ∈ Al ).
With this method, the cost of the anonymisation is O(p3), where p is the number of different records in
the dataset (p ≤ m). In fact, the computationally most expensive step is the calculation of the semantic
similarity between all the pairs of different records, which is required in step #5 to find the subset with
maximum best_quality(ri). Since each record has n values, this operation requires to execute n·p2
times the semantic similarity between a pair of single values. In the worst case, we require p iterations
to build the valid partition (loop in line #3), so the final cost of the algorithm is n·p2·p= n·p3 times,
where n is a relatively small number compared to p because the set of quasi-identifier attributes is
usually small.
For large datasets, where p can be large because of the unbound nature of values, the scalability is
more critical. For this reason we have optimised the implementation. Notice that the semantic
similarity between records is measured in line #5 to calculate best_quality(R) and again in line #8 to
find the most similar record, and is repeated at each iteration. As the set of different attribute values
and distinct record tuples is known a priori and does not change during the masking process (unlike
for generalisation methods), the similarities between all of them can be pre-calculated and stored. This
avoids recalculating the similarity for already evaluated value pairs and, more generally, register
pairs. In this way, the similarity measure is calculated a priori only n·p2 times, improving the
efficiency with respect to the most expensive function of O(p2). As we illustrate in the evaluation
section, with this modification the execution of the algorithm stays in the range of milliseconds for
large datasets.
Note that the computational cost of our algorithm uniquely depends on the number of different tuples
(p), unlike related works, which depend on the total size of the dataset (m) and on the depth and
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branching factor of the hierarchy (which represent an exponentially large generalisation space of
substitutions to evaluate).

4 Evaluation
We evaluated our method by applying it to a dataset consisting of answers to polls made by the
Observatori de la Fundació d’Estudis Turístics Costa Daurada at the Delta de l’Ebre Catalan
National Park. Visitors were asked to respond to several questions on their main reasons and
preferences for visiting the park (see an extract in Table 1). Each record, which corresponds to an
individual, includes a set of textual answers expressed as a noun phrase (with one or several words).
Because of the variety of answers, the disclosure risk is high and individuals are easily identifiable.
We therefore consider textual answers as quasi identifiers that should be anonymised.
Table 1. Extract of sample microdata used for evaluation. The last two rows are textual attributes masked with
our approach.
Age

Gender

Duration (in days) of

Number of Origin

Reason for visiting

Main activities during

the visit to the park

companion

the park

the visit to the park

23

M

1

2

Spain

nature

fishing

26

M

3

1

Spain

landscape

sports

45

F

3

2

Belgium

sports

bicycling

56

M

1

0

France

nature

culture

54

F

2

0

Spain

nature

fishing

26

F

5

3

France

fishing

nature

45

F

1

1

Spain

relaxation

culture

30

M

2

0

Holland

holidays

visit

37

F

2

3

Spain

second residence

beach

The dataset comprises 975 individual records and 26 variables. Two of the variables are unbounded
textual attributes (the last two columns of Table 1). Considering these two attributes to be quasiidentifiers, we find a total of 211 different responses, 118 of which were unique (i.e. identifying a
single person). Notice that if the person is identified, some confidential data may be released, such as
the age or the number of accompanying persons (see Table 1). Fig. 1 shows the equivalence class
structure defined by the values of the pair of attributes considered in this study. Note that this sample
represents a much wider and more heterogeneous test bed than those reported in related works [5],
[17], which focused on bounded textual values.

Fig. 1. Attribute distribution according to answer repetitions
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The answer values for these two attributes are general and widely used concepts (i.e. sports, beach,
nature, etc.). All of them are found in WordNet 2.1, which allows this ontology to be used to perform
the semantic similarity measurement. However, as we are dealing with values represented by text
labels we had to morphologically process them in order to detect different lexicalisations of the same
concept (e.g. singular/plural forms). We applied the Porter Stemming Algorithm [30] to both text
labels of attributes (e.g. sports) and ontological labels (e.g. sport) in order to extract the
morphological root of words (e.g. sport) and be able to map values to ontological concepts and detect
conceptually equivalent values in the dataset (e.g. relaxation=relax as the morphological root of both
words is relax).

4.1 Evaluation of the heuristics
In this section we evaluate the contribution of each of the designed heuristics in guiding the
substitution process towards minimising the information loss from a semantic point of view (as
described in section 3). The quality of the masked dataset has been evaluated by measuring the
information loss according to how semantically similar the masked values are, on average, compared
to the original ones. Information loss has been computed and normalised as defined in eq. 9. The same
evaluation was repeated for different levels of k-anonymity.
To show the contribution of each heuristic in minimising the information loss of the results, we
replaced the heuristic substitution by a naïve replacement that changes each sensitive record by a
random one from the same dataset. Using the same basic algorithm presented in section 3, each
random change will increase the level of k-anonymity until all records are anonymised. For the
random substitution, records are ordered alphabetically in order to avoid depending on the initial order
of data. The results obtained for the random substitution are the average of five executions. The three
heuristics proposed in section 3.2 were gradually introduced instead of the random substitution in a
way that enables the contribution by each heuristic to the resultant quality to be quantified. The results
of this test are shown in Fig. 2, where: no heuristic at all is considered; only the first one is
considered; only the first one and the second one are considered; all three are considered together.
Fig. 2. Contribution of each heuristic to the anonymised dataset quality

The results illustrated in Fig. 2 are consistent with what it is expected from the design of each
heuristic. The first one, which only re-orders input data according to the degree of record repetition in
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order to prioritise the less anonymous records, leads to a slight improvement on the complete random
substitution. The second one, which incorporates the semantic similarity function as a metric to guide
the value fusion process towards the minimisation of the semantic loss, leads to the most significant
improvement. Incorporating the third heuristic leads to a very slight improvement in some situations
as it is only executed in case of a tie (i.e. when there are several replacements with an equal value of
maximum similarity, which is quite unusual).

As a result of the heuristic fusion process, our approach considerably improves the naïve replacement.
This is even more noticeable for a high k-anonymity level (above 5); when the three heuristics were
used, we clearly outperformed the semantic loss of the random version. This is highly convenient and
shows that our approach performs well regardless of the desired level of privacy protection.

4.2 Comparing semantic and distributional approaches
To show the importance of a semantically focused anonymisation, we compared it with a more
traditional schema that focused on the distributional characteristics of the masked dataset (as stated at
the beginning of section 3.1). This was done by using the Discernibility Metric (eq. 1) in our
algorithm instead of Wu and Palmer’s measure to guide the masking process. Both semantic and
distributional approaches were compared by evaluating the semantic difference between the original
and masked dataset, as stated in eq. 9 (see Fig. 3) and also by computing the Discernibility penalty of
the results with respect to the original data (as stated in eq. 1, section 3.1) (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Similarity against original data for semantic and distributional anonymisations.
Fig. 4. Discernibilty penalty against original data for semantic and distributional anonymisations.

The figures show that the optimisation of the dataset distribution does not imply better preservation of
the records’ semantics. In fact, there is a noticeable semantic loss in the resulting dataset for kanonymity values above 5 for the distributional approach. As we stated in the introduction, the utility
of textual information from the data analysis point of view strongly depends on its semantics. We can
see that classical approaches that focus on providing uniform groups of masked values may
significantly modify a dataset’s meaning, thus hampering its exploitation.
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4.3 Evaluation of data utility for semantic clustering
In order to evaluate the hypothesis that, from the data exploitation point of view, a semantic-driven
anonymisation retains the utility of the original data better than distributional approaches, we then
compared the utility of the dataset resulting from both approaches in a concrete data mining
application.
As stated in the introduction, data acquired by statistical agencies are interesting for data analysis in
order, for example, to extract user profiles, detect preferences or perform recommendations [2]. Data
mining and, more specifically, clustering algorithms are widely used for organising and classifying
data into homogenous groups. Although clustering algorithms have traditionally focused on
continuous-scale numerical or bounded categorical data, the increase in volume and the importance of
unbounded textual data have motivated authors to develop semantically grounded clustering
algorithms [31].
In [32] a hierarchical clustering algorithm is presented that can interpret and compare both numerical
and textual features of objects. In a similar approach to that used in the present study, ontologies are
exploited as the base to map textual features to semantically comparable concepts. The likenesses of
the concepts are then assessed using semantic similarity measures. According to these similarities, an
iterative aggregation process of objects is performed based on Ward’s method [33]. A hierarchical
classification of non-overlapping sets of objects is therefore constructed from the evaluation of their
individual features. The height of the internal nodes in the resulting dendogram reflects the distance
between each pair of aggregated elements.
With this algorithm, and using WordNet as the background ontology, we evaluated the utility of data
from the semantic clustering point of view. We compared the clusters obtained from the original
dataset with those resulting from the execution of the clustering process, both for distributional (i.e.
discernibility-based) and semantic (i.e. Wu and Palmer’s similarity-based) anonymisation procedures.
A k-anonymity level of 5 was chosen for this comparison because it is a moderate privacy level that
allows the retention of data utility.
By quantifying the differences between the cluster set obtained from original data versus those
obtained for both masking methods, we determined which one best retains the semantics and,
therefore, the utility of data. The resulting cluster sets can be compared using the distance between
partitions of the same set of objects as defined in [34]: considering two partitions (i.e. cluster sets) of
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the same data set (in this case, the original and anonymised versions), where PA is a partition whose
clusters are denoted as Ai, and PB is a partition whose clusters are denoted as Bj, the distance is
defined as:

dPart ( PA, PB) =

2 * I ( PA ∩ PB) − I ( PA) − I ( PB)
I ( PA ∩ PB)

(10)

where I(PA) is the average information of PA that measures the randomness of the distribution of
elements over the n classes of the partition (similarly for I(PB)), and I(PA∩PB ) is the mutual average
information of the intersection of two partitions. These are computed as
n

I ( PA) = − ∑ Pi log 2 Pi
i =1

(11)

m

I ( PB ) = − ∑ Pj log 2 Pj
j =1

(12)

n m

I ( PA ∩ PB ) = − ∑ ∑ Pij log 2 Pij
i =1 j =1

(13)

where the probabilities of belonging to the clusters are Pi=P(Ai), Pj=P(Bj), and Pij=P(Ai∩Bi).
This distance evaluates whether the objects have been distributed in the same clusters when two
different partitions (original and anonymised) are compared. Distance values are normalised in the
[0..1] interval, where 0 indicates that both partitions have identical clusters and 1 indicates that the
partitions are maximally different.

The distance between the original clusters and those obtained from both masking approaches are as
follows.
Table 2. Distances between the clustering results
Distance
Original data vs. Semantic anonymisation

0.26

Original data vs. Distributional anonymisation

0.57

Semantic vs. Discernibility anonymisations

0.56

Table 2 shows how a semantically driven anonymisation produces a dataset that retains the semantics
of the original data better than distributional approaches (the distances in the resulting classification
with respect to the original data are 0.26 and 0.57, respectively). Conclusions drawn from analysis of
semantically anonymised data would therefore be more similar to those from the original data when
the approach presented in this paper is used. As we stated in the introduction, this shows that
semantics play an important role in the preservation of data utility. Note also the large differences
between clusters resulting from each anonymisation schema, whose distance is a significant 0.56. This
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shows a high discrepancy in the way records are fused according to the different quality metrics. This
result is consistent with that observed in section 4.2, where semantic and distributional
anonymisations provided significantly different results.

4.4 Record linkage
Data utility is an important dimension when aiming to anonymise data and minimise information loss.
From the point of view of privacy protection, however, disclosure risk should be also minimised. The
latter can be measured as a function of the probability of reidentifying the masked dataset with respect
to original data.
To evaluate the disclosure risk of both semantically and distributionally anonymised datasets, we
computed the level of record linkage (also named re-identification) [35] of the results. Record linkage
(RL) is the task of finding matches in the original data from the anonymised results. The disclosure
risk of a privacy-preserving method can be measured as the difficulty in finding correct linkages
between original and masked datasets. This is typically calculated as the percentage of correctly
linked records [35]:
m

RL =

∑P
i =1

rl

A

( ri )

m

· 100

(14)

where the record linkage probability of an anonymised record Prl(riA) is calculated as follows:

if ri ∉ L

⎧0
⎪
Prl ( ri ) = ⎨ 1
⎪⎩ L
A

if ri ∈ L

(15)

where ri is the original record, ri A is the anonymised record, and L is the set of original records in D
that match with ri A ( L ⊆ D ). As we are dealing with textual features and value changes, record
matching is performed by simple text matching all individual attributes (in the same order). Therefore,
each ri A is compared to all records of the original dataset D by text matching, thus obtaining the L set
of matching records. If ri is in L, then the probability of record linkage is computed as the probability
of finding ri in L (i.e. the number of records in L). If the ri is not in L, the record linkage probability is
0.
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We have calculated the record linkage percentage for different levels of k-anonymity and compared
the original registers with respect to the semantic anonymisation and then with the distributional
version of the method. The RL probabilities are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Record Linkage percentage for semantic and dicernability-based anonymisations.

Both approaches follow a similar trend, i.e. RL probability decreases as k increases. We can also see
that the degree of record linkage is quite stable for k values of 5 and over. The main difference is that
our method gives lower probabilities of record re-identification than a distributional approach,
especially for small values of k. Compared to the distributional approach, this allows the degree of kanonymity to be lowered (resulting in less information loss) while a comparable level of disclosure
risk is maintained.
In conclusion, these results show that an anonymisation process that is focused on the preservation of
data semantics does not contradict the goal of a privacy preservation method, i.e. to minimise the risk
of disclosure.

4.5 Execution time study
From a temporal perspective, executing our method over a 2.4 GHz Intel Core processor with 4 GB
RAM, the run time of the anonymisation process for the test dataset ranged from 1.2 to 1.6 seconds
(according to the desired level of k-anonymity) (see Fig. 6). The pre-calculation of the semantic
similarities between all value pairs of each attribute in the dataset took 6.33 minutes.

Fig. 6. Anonymisation process runtime according to the level of k-anonymity

We can clearly see how, as stated in section 3.2, similarity computation is the most computationally
expensive function and how minimising the number of calculations noticeably optimises runtime.
Run times are also much lower than those reported by related works that required several hours [6],
[17] to perform the anonymisation of the data even for generalisation schemas, very limited VGHs
and bounded categorical data (3-4 levels of hierarchical depth and an average of a dozen values [17]).
In contrast, we were able to mask much bigger and fine grained data in much less time while
considering large and wide ontologies such as WordNet, with thousands of concepts and a maximum
depth of 16 levels (as explained in section 3). This shows the scalability of our method for large and
heterogeneous textual databases.
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5 Conclusions
Anonymisation of textual attributes deals with two a priori conflicting aspects of information: on the
one hand, the minimisation of the disclosure risk by fulfilling a desired level of k-anonymity and, on
the other hand, the maximisation of data utility in order to properly exploit the data. Previous
approaches neglected or only shallowly considered the semantic content of textual attributes. As we
have discussed in this paper, the meaning of data is an important dimension when analysing the
anonymised results to extract useful knowledge since it is required in data mining, decision making
and recommendation processes.

Micro-aggregation is the most common masking method applied to categorical data [29]. It builds
groups of k similar registers and substitutes them by their prototype to assure k-anonymity. However,
applying this method to textual attributes is not straightforward because of the limitations on defining
appropriate averaging operators for this kind of unbounded values. Most related works aggregate data
using a generalisation approach that relies on tailor-made hierarchical structures. Because of their
limitations both from the semantic background and efficiency points of view, in this paper we have
proposed an alternative way to aggregate the individually identifiable records into indistinguishable
groups that satisfy k-anonymity through the fusion of semantically similar values.
This global masking method is based on the exploitation of wide and general ontologies in order to
properly interpret the values from a conceptual point of view rather than from a symbolic one. The
algorithm uses several heuristics to guide the search on the set of possible value fusions towards the
preservation of the semantics of the dataset. This has been demonstrated with several tests conducted
with real textual data from visitors to a Catalan National Park. Our results indicate that, compared
with a classical approach based on optimisation of the distribution of the data, ours retains the quality
and utility of data better from a semantic point of view. This was illustrated when we exploited
masked data using a clustering process. The partitions generated from the original dataset and the
anonymised data are more similar with our semantic method than with classical approaches.

Finally, we have taken special care to ensure the applicability and scalability of the method when
dealing with large and heterogeneous textual data. By enabling the exploitation of already available
ontologies, we avoid the need to construct tailor-made hierarchies according to data labels such as
VGH-based schemas, which suppose a high cost and limit the method’s applicability. Moreover, the
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non-exhaustive heuristic algorithm based on constrained value substitutions achieved a good
scalability with regard to the size, heterogeneity and number of attributes of input data and to the size,
depth and branching factor of the ontology.
In future work we will study how the method behaves with other ontologies with different sizes and
granularities (such as domain-specific ontologies, which may be exploited when input data refer to
concrete domain terminology). We will also study the possibility of combining several ontologies as
background knowledge in order to complement knowledge modelled for each of them.
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